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“Part miscellany and part detective work, this delightful compendium of folklore combines the spirit of Herodotus and the skepticism of the modern historian. Adrienne Mayor bounds through history dispelling myths and harvesting fascinating insights.”

—CANDIDA MOSS, author of The Myth of Persecution: How Early Christians Invented a Story of Martyrdom

“Adrienne Mayor reminds us in full Technicolor HD why we need to break the academic form to let in the light of brilliant, hypercurious scholars and laypersons from all walks outside it, eventually making terms like ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ irrelevant. Mayor’s gifts are many, but my favorite is that her writing is immediate, three-dimensional, and inviting. Ancient history is not a black-and-white, linear timeline in her work. Her excitement in her subjects fills me with the same riveted fascination, and I feel like I belong to it as much as any scholar.”

—NEKO CASE, musician
“Adrienne Mayor is one of our most brilliantly engaging writers on the ancient world, and *Flying Snakes and Griffin Claws* is a delightful cabinet of curiosities. Her inspired detective work reveals the natural-historical and paleontological phenomena that lurk behind the iconic imagery of classical myth, folklore, and history—and much else besides.”

—DANIEL OGDEN, author of *The Werewolf in the Ancient World*

“Griffins! Dragons! Ghost ships! In her delightful new collection of essays, Adrienne Mayor traces the origin stories of a bevy of irresistible curiosities, from talking mynah birds and musical racing turtles to giants and mermaids. Her impressive scholarship is matched only by her infectious good humor as she plunges into the history behind tattoos and foot fetishes, sifting expertly between mythology and classical sources in pursuit of evidence. A treat to read from cover to cover.”

—NANCY GOLDSTONE, author of *In the Shadow of the Empress: The Defiant Lives of Maria Theresa, Mother of Marie Antoinette, and Her Daughters*

“This eclectic and fascinating essay collection is Mayor’s *Wunderkammer*—the stories from a lifetime of meticulously turning myths into bones.”

—SUSANNA FORREST, author of *The Age of the Horse: An Equine Journey through Human History*
“To read Adrienne Mayor’s richly researched pageant of fantastical creatures, warrior queens, and curious travelers is to be reminded that the past is stranger than we imagine and to discover that the line between myth and history is more porous than we had previously believed.”

—RYAN RUBY, author of Zero and the One: A Novel

“For decades, Adrienne Mayor’s brilliant writing has occupied an important intersection of mythology, classical folklore, and ancient history of science. For readers keen to explore the curiosities, mysteries, and oddities of the ancient world, Flying Snakes and Griffin Claws is a powerful, personal collection of essays on these themes—a must-read.”

—LYDIA PYNE, author of Genuine Fakes: How Phony Things Teach Us about Real Stuff

“Like fondant and filling, ancient mysteries and modern knowledge come together in fifty delectable stories from veteran classicist Adrienne Mayor. Dip into Herodotus on biological warfare and tour antiquity through its ample array of women warriors. Ponder the shape-shifting fancies of long ago as marvelous creatures like flying snakes turn out to be, perhaps, bats. This is a delicious treat of a book.”

—MARY ELLEN HANNIBAL, author of Citizen Scientist: Searching for Heroes and Hope in an Age of Extinction
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Astonish me!

—SERGE DIAGHILEV TO JEAN COCTEAU, 1912